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HOW ACCESSIBLE YOUR 
SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS
ARE?
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s in real life, in the virtual setting
the needs of people who have different
disabilities (visible and invisible) often
remain unrecognized and neglected. 

To make social media channels
accessible to all your online visitors (as
they are much bigger groups than
people that visit your museum), there
are a few basic rules to follow.

This document brings compilation of
different recommendations and
advices. 

For some of your online visitors,
posts containing long sentences and
complex words might be difficult to
read and understand. 
 
Try breaking the long paragraphs
and/or sentences into shorter and
replacing complex words with
simple or commonly used. 

This will also help screen reader to
“read” your content easier and
better.

When posting...
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If a graphic text contains a lot of information, drop a link into your
post for a blog post or article containing the same information on
your website. 
 
This will help many people to easily access the information you want to
share.

When using graphic text…

The higher the colour contrast is, the better information dissemination is. 
 
People with sight difficulties or colour blindness will face more
difficulties when reading the content if the colour contrast is low. 
 
Application www.colororacle.org is good for understanding what people
with colour impairment see.

When using colours…
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Emojis tell a lot but if used in wrong
ways they do not mean anything to a
lot of people. 
 
Emojis should always be used at the
end of the sentence, never to replace
a word or to be over used (too many is
too much).

When using emojis…



Screen readers have difficulties in reading hashtags written such as
#museumsforall or #MUSEUMSFORALL
 
It is much better if you always capitalise the first letter of every
word, such as #MuseumsForAll
 
Also, long hashtags are more difficult to read so keeping them
shorter is more advisable.

When using hashtags…

When using videos…

Some of your visitors have hearing difficulties, maybe do not speak your
language perfectly, have learning disability or other cognitive impairment …
Subtitles help variety of people to understand the content you want to
share. 
 
Youtube offers simple and easy option for adding subtitles to videos that
you shared on your channel (Edit video – Subtitles).
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If you are using image in your post, it is recommended to add description
and/or alt text (alternative text) so that screen readers can “read” all
published content. There are two ways how to do this:
 
The most reliable approach is adding image description written in
brackets at the end of your post. Description should reflect the image or
the main message you want to send with that specific image (you do not
have to write detailed description).
 
The second option is the alt text. Some social media platforms have
description features which use object recognition technology to generate
a description of photos or images for screen readers. Since it depends on
the technology recognition, this option is not always reliable.

Also, some screen readers have problems to read the alt text. Some
platforms offer manual changes to the alt text (more below). 
 
If an image/picture/graphic in the post is purely decorative, add an empty
alt text (alt=“ ”) so readers can skip it.

When using images...

When you publish a photo on your page, go to: 
- Options
- Change alt text (insert description you like)

If you want to add a caption to your image, after upload go
to: 
- Advanced settings
- Accessibility  (write alt text)

First activate the “Image Description” feature by going to: 
- Settings
- Accessibility tab (compose image description)


